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By Jon Link, Mick Bunnage

Modern Toss Limited, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Introducing the 10th comic from Modern Toss - a brand new 64-page collection
featuring new and classic cartoons from the cult series, including: Work, Cheese Wine, and Awkward
Cunt. Plus brand new hilarity from Liberty Taker, Legal Longshots and Pete Peters, delivering
cutting edge, laugh out loud commentary on what it is to be a modern tosser. Produced by
cartoonists Jon Link and Mick Bunnage, the architects behind the satirical and absurd world of
Modern Toss, Modern Toss Issue 10 offers a collection of bang-up-to-date cartoons satirising the
world of work and modern culture, from the mundane to the ridiculous. Includes cartoons
previously featured in the Guardian and Private Eye Magazine, along with a host of new instant
favourites.
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti

It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Hailey Jast Jr.-- Hailey Jast Jr.
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